Eukaryotes are habitats for bacterial organisms where the host colonization and dispersal 12 among individual hosts have consequences for the bacterial ecology and evolution. Vertical 13 symbiont transmission leads to geographic isolation of the microbial population and 14 consequently to genetic isolation of microbiotas from individual hosts. In contrast, the extent of 15 geographic and genetic isolation of horizontally transmitted microbiota is poorly characterized. 16 Here we show that chemosynthetic symbionts of individual Bathymodiolus brooksi mussels 17 constitute genetically isolated populations. The reconstruction of core genome-wide strain 18 sequences from high-resolution metagenomes revealed distinct phylogenetic clades. Nucleotide 19 diversity and strain composition vary along the mussel lifespan and individual hosts show a high 20 degree of genetic isolation. Our results suggest that the uptake of environmental bacteria is a 21 restricted process in B. brooksi, where self-infection of the gill tissue results in serial founder 22 effects during symbiont evolution. We conclude that bacterial colonization dynamics over the 23 host life-cycle is thus an important determinant of population structure and genome evolution of 24 horizontally transmitted symbionts. 25 26 2
no effect of sequencing coverage on the inference of the strain clades for SOX (Supplementary 157 Information, Supplementary Fig. 5 ). 158 To study the community assembly at the strain level, we examined the strain distribution 159 across individual mussels. Each SOX strain could be identified in between three and eight 160 samples (frequency ≥5%; Fig. 1a ). Only one or two strains were detected with a frequency of at 161 least 5% in small mussels (≤7 cm), two to nine strains in medium-sized mussels (7.2 cm -14.1 162 cm) and one to two strains in large mussels (14.6 cm -24.1 cm). Notably, only strains from 163 clades S1 and S2 are present in large mussels (≥14.6 cm). One of the large mussels (S) is an 164 exception as it hosts three SOX strains and contains strains from both clades S1 and S2. Six 165 mussels have one dominant SOX strain (frequency ≥90%). Five of these are large mussels (M, 166 N, P, Q, R) and only one is a small mussel (C). The dominant strain is either S1.4, S2.1, or S2.2 167 ( Fig. 1a ; Supplementary Table 1 ). The MOX strain composition across mussels shows that each 168 MOX strain occurs (frequency ≥5%; Fig. 1d ) in four to 17 mussels and each mussel contains 169 two to four MOX strains. Additionally, strains of clade M2 are dominant in ten of the mussels. 170 To investigate the degree of genetic cohesion within strain clades in the population, we 171 studied the allele frequency spectrum (AFS) of each mussel. A visual inspection of the derived 172 allele frequency spectra revealed multimodal distributions for both symbiont populations. The 173 modes reach high allele frequencies and are associated with the main phylogenetic clades; this 174 suggests that the clades constitute cohesive genetic units ( Fig. 1c,f; Supplementary Fig. 6 ). The 175 presence of high-frequency modes is especially apparent for SOX in medium-sized mussels 176 that contain multiple strains. To identify sample-specific strain sequences, we reconstructed 177 dominant haplotypes (major allele frequency ≥90%) for the samples that contain a dominant 178 strain (strain frequency ≥90%). By comparing dominant haplotypes among samples containing 179 the same dominant strain, we found that these can contain between 42 and 74 differential SNVs 180 (Supplementary Table 1 ). This suggests that the fixation of variants within individual mussels 181 contributes to the observed population structure. 182 Overall, our results revealed that the symbiont populations are composed of strains that 183 cluster into few clades, which appear to be maintained by strong cohesive forces. In addition, 184 the strains are shared among multiple mussels and multiple strains are capable of dominating 185 different hosts. This suggests that stochastic processes are governing the symbiont community 186 assembly, as previously proposed for other Bathymodiolus species 34 . 187 188 processes 189 To study the evolution of SOX and MOX strains in Bathymodiolus, we examined the selection 190 regimes that have been involved in the formation of cohesive genetic SOX and MOX units. The 191 core genome-wide ratio of pN/pS is higher in MOX (pN/pS of 0.425) in comparison to SOX 192 (pN/pS of 0.137), which indicates that the strength of purifying selection is higher for SOX. In 193 addition, we estimated pN/pS for each of the symbiont core genes. This revealed that MOX Supplementary Fig. 7) . The relative rate of nonsynonymous to 196 synonymous substitutions has been shown to depend on the divergence of the analyzed 197 species 35, 36 . For populations of low divergence, SNVs comprise substitutions that have been 198 fixed in the population and mutations that arose recently. The latter include slightly deleterious 199 mutations that were not yet purged by selection, resulting in an elevated ratio of 200 nonsynonymous to synonymous replacements. Thus, this ratio is not suitable for analyzing 201 closely related genomes, which is usually the case when studying variation within bacterial 202 species.
SOX strains evolve under purifying selection while MOX evolution is characterized by neutral

203
To circumvent the bias in pN/pS, we tested for differences in selection regimes in the 204 evolution of SOX and MOX strains using the neutrality index (NI). NI is used to distinguish 205 between divergent and polymorphic SNVs and to quantify the departure of a population from the 206 neutral expectation. An excess of divergent nonsynonymous mutations (NI<1) indicates that the 207 population underwent positive selection or an important demographic change in the past 37 . We 208 estimated NI by considering two different levels of divergence and polymorphism. In the first 209 level, all identified strains are considered as diverged taxonomic units; in the second level, we 210 disregard the small-scale strain classification and consider only the clades as diverged 211 taxonomic units (Table 1 ). Considering all strains as divergent, we observed a low NI MOX (<1), 212 which suggests that MOX evolved under a neutral (NI~1) or positive selection regime. NI MOX 213 increased when considering the clades as diverged, which suggests that the low NI MOX 214 observed at the strain level is the result of an excess of nonsynonymous SNVs within the strain 215 clades that may constitute transient polymorphisms. Thus, the excess of nonsynonymous 216 mutations observed for MOX is biased by the low level of divergence; hence, similar to the 217 pN/pS ratio, it cannot serve as an indication for positive selection. On the other hand, we found 218 that purifying selection is in action for SOX (NI SOX >1). Similar to MOX, when using the clades as 219 divergent, NI SOX slightly increases. This indicates that the SNVs that differ between clades are 220 more likely to be substitutions in comparison to those that differ among within-clade strains.
221
Altogether, these results suggest differences in the selection regimes during the 222 evolution of the SOX and MOX strains. While the SOX core genome is shaped by purifying 223 selection, we cannot detect deviation from the neutral expectation in the MOX core genome.
224
These differences likely stem from the different divergence levels among the strains of both 225 symbiont populations. The association of SOX with Bathymodiolus mussels is considered to be 226 ancient in chemosynthetic deep-sea mussels whereas the MOX association is thought to have 227 evolved secondarily during Bathymodiolus diversification 38 . This is in agreement with the larger 228 degree of divergence observed here for SOX. Since we observed no evidence for positive 229 selection on the symbiont core genomes, we suggest that the strains constitute cohesive 230 genetic units within one ecotype 39 , where all strains are functionally equivalent at the core 231 genome level. Notwithstanding, the strains might be linked to differences in the accessory gene 232 content, as observed, for example, in the free-living cyanobacterium Prochlorococcus spp. 32 and 233 in SOX symbionts of other Bathymodiolus species 25 .
234
Intra-sample diversity is higher for SOX than for MOX. 235 The association with the host limits the dispersal of bacterial populations where the association 236 across generations is likely maintained by symbiont dispersal between host individuals. If 237 symbionts are not continuously taken up from the environment, each individual host constitutes 238 an isolated habitat over its lifetime 5 . Geographic isolation between habitats results in genetic 239 isolation and contributes to the formation of cohesive associations of genetic loci 31 . Previous 240 studies showed that geographic isolation during vertical transmission can lead to the reduction 241 of intra-host genetic diversity in the bacterial populations 12 , nonetheless, the degree of isolation 242 remains understudied for horizontally transmitted microbes. To characterize the contribution of 243 geographic isolation to strain formation in the Bathymodiolous symbiosis, we next studied the 244 degree of genetic isolation. Our sample collection of mussels covering a range of sizes (and 245 thus ages) enabled us to compare symbiont genome diversity among individual hosts of 246 different age within a single sampling site, thus minimizing the putative effect of biogeography 247 on population structure. The host species B. brooksi is ideal for such an analysis as it grows to 248 unusally large sizes and possibly lives longer than many other Bathymodiolus species. To study 249 differences in genome diversity of the two symbionts across individual mussels, we estimated 250 the intra-sample nucleotide diversity (p) and the ecological measure α-diversity at the resolution 251 of the SOX and MOX strains. 252 We found a high variability of p SOX among different mussels (intra-sample p SOX between 253 5.2x10 -5 and 3.6x10 -3 , Table 2 , Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, p SOX and the SOX α-diversity are 254 significantly positively correlated (ρ 2 =0.98, p<10 -6 , Spearman correlation, Fig. 2a ); hence, the 255 intra-sample strain diversity is well explained by the nucleotide diversity. The variability in p SOX 256 agrees with the three age-related groups observed before for the number of SOX strains across 257 mussel size. Small mussels (≤7cm) and large mussels (14.6cm -24.1cm) have a low p SOX and 258 harbor one to two strains. Medium-sized mussels (7.2cm -14.1cm) have a high p SOX and harbor 259 two to nine strains. The community in the largest mussel is an exception, as it has a high p SOX , 260 similar to medium-sized mussels, which can be explained by the presence of three strains from 261 two clades.
262
The MOX nucleotide diversity is significantly lower in comparison to SOX (intra-sample 263 p MOX between 5.6x10 -6 and 7.0x10 -4 , Table 2 , Wilcoxon signed rank test, p=0.015, Fig. 2 ).
264
Similar to SOX, the MOX α-diversity is significantly positively correlated with p MOX (ρ 2 =0.89, 265 p<10 -6 , Spearman correlation) ( Fig. 2b ). One group of mussels harbors only MOX strains from 
281
Geographic isolation of bacterial communities associated with individual mussels. 282 Symbiont transmission mode is an important determinant of the community assembly 283 dynamics 11 . For horizontally transmitted microbiota, similar community composition among 284 hosts may develop depending on factors that affect the community assembly such as the 285 environmental bacterial biodiversity or the order of colonization 41 . To study the degree of 286 geographic isolation between mussel hosts, we calculated genome-wide fixation index FST and 287 the ecological measure β-diversity at the strain resolution across the metagenomic samples for 288 the two symbionts. Small FST indicates that the samples stem from the same population 289 whereas large FST indicates that the samples constitute subpopulations.
290
Our results revealed generally high pairwise FST values, indicating a strong genetic 291 isolation between individual mussels (mean pairwise F ST SOX of 0.618, mean pairwise F ST MOX of 292 0.495, Fig. 2 ); hence, most mussels in our sample harbor an isolated symbiont subpopulation of 293 SOX and MOX. In addition, the SOX β-diversity is significantly positively correlated with 294 F ST SOX (ρ 2 =0.7, p <10 -6 , Spearman correlation). We observed subpopulations of mussels that are 295 characterized by a low pairwise F ST SOX within the subpopulation and a high pairwise F ST SOX with 296 other mussels. This subpopulation structure is also represented in the distribution of β-diversity 297 ( Fig. 2) . Thus, mussels from the same subpopulation harbor genetically similar SOX 298 communities and similar strain composition. Examples are one group of mussels including L, O, 299 P, and Q that contains only strains of clade S2 and another group including the mussels M, N, 300 and R that contains only strains of clade S1 ( Fig. 2a ). Notably, the two subpopulations contain 301 only large mussels that are characterized by a low p SOX .
302
The distribution of pairwise F ST MOX revealed two main groups: one mussel group is 303 characterized by high pairwise F ST MOX and low p MOX while the other group is characterized by 304 lower F ST MOX and high p MOX (Fig. 2b) . These correspond to the previously described groups, 305 where one contains mussels with a low p MOX and strains from clade M2 and the other group 306 contains mussels with a high p MOX and strains from both clades. We did not observe an M2.2 and the absence of clade M1. Thus, the comparison of strain composition across mussels 315 revealed that the population of MOX is substructured similarly to SOX. However, unlike SOX, 316 the MOX subpopulations are not associated with specific mussel shell sizes.
317
The high FST values and the population structure we observed here reveal population 318 stratification, that is especially pronounced for SOX. One possible factor that influences 319 symbiont population structure is host genetics, whose impact on the composition of horizontally 320 transmitted microbiota has been debated in the literature. Studies of the mammal gut 321 microbiome showed that the host genotype had a contribution to the microbiome composition in 322 mice 42 , whereas the association with host genetics was reported to be weak in humans 43 .
323
Analyzing 175 SNVs in 12 mitochondrial genes, we detected no association between mussel 324 FST and symbiont FST for any of the two symbionts (Supplementary Information, Supplementary 325 Fig. 8 ). Consequently, we conclude that the strong subpopulation structure observed for SOX 326 and MOX cannot be explained by mussel relatedness (i.e., host genetics) or location.
327
Our results provide evidence for a strong genetic isolation between the symbiont 328 populations associated with individual mussels. This finding is consistent with the observed Our analysis revealed strong genetic isolation of symbiotic bacterial populations in individual 339 mussel hosts, indicating geographic isolation between mussels. We hypothesize that this 340 geographic isolation occurs through restricted uptake of SOX and MOX symbionts from the 341 environment over time. The lack of evidence for strong adaptive selection in SOX and MOX 342 strains suggests that the inter-host population structure is the result of neutral processes rather 343 than host discrimination against different strains. Here, we propose a neutral model for symbiont community assembly that explains how restricted symbiont uptake and colonization impose 345 barriers to the symbiont dispersal, which can, over time, lead to inter-host population structure 346 and contribute to the formation of cohesive genetic units within the symbiont population ( Fig. 3) .
347
In our model, bacteria are acquired from the environmental symbiont pool in juveniles 44 . The 348 presence of a symbiont environmental pool was suggested before based on the detection of 349 symbiont genes in adjacent seawater 45, 46 . Nevertheless, the loss of central metabolic enzymes 350 suggests that bacteria disperse in a dormant state 47 . We hypothesize that the dormancy of free- addition, decreased growth rate in older mussels may also lead to decreased symbiont uptake.
357
This model provides a plausible explanation for the observed pattern of strong symbiont genetic 358 isolation between mussels and of reduced SOX strain diversity in large mussels. Possible later 
Construction of the non-redundant gene catalog 404
Illumina paired-end raw reads from the samples were trimmed for adapters and filtered by 405 quality using BBMap tools 53 . Only reads with more than 30bp and quality above 10 were kept.
406
This results in 37.7 million paired-end reads per sample on average ( Supplementary Table 1 ).
We assembled each of the metagenomic samples individually using metaSPAdes 54 .
408
Genes were predicted ab initio on contigs with metaProdigal 55 . These predicted genes were 409 clustered by single-linkage according to sequence similarity using BLAT 56 (at least 95% of 410 sequence identity in at least 90% of the length of the shortest protein and e-value < 10 -6 ). To 411 reduce the potential inflation caused by the single-linkage clustering, we applied two additional 412 filters to discard hits: the maximum ratio allowed between the two compared sequence lengths 413 must be 4 and hits between partial and non-partial genes are discarded. Fig. 3 
450
Genome binning and symbiont core genome identification 451 Next, we performed co-abundance gene segregation by using a canopy clustering algorithm 29 , 452 which clusters genes into bins that covary in their abundances across the different samples.
453
This approach allows to recover from chimeric associations obtained in the assembly process Supplementary Fig. 2 We reconstructed the strains for the core genomes with DESMAN 33 . The SNVs with two states 505 and their frequencies in each sample are used by DESMAN to identify strains in the core 506 genomes that are present over multiple samples. Thereby, the program uses the SNV 507 frequency covariation across samples to assign the SNV states to a specific genotype. For 508 SOX, we ran the strain deconvolution five times using different seed numbers and 500 509 iterations. Due to computational limitations, a subset of 5,000 SNVs was used and the 510 haplotypes considering the whole SNV dataset were inferred a posteriori. The five replicates 511 were run for an increasing number of strains from seven to twelve. The program uses posterior 512 mean deviance as a proxy for model fit. A posterior mean deviance lower than 5% was reached 513 in the transition from eleven to twelve strains, therefore the number of inferred SOX strains is 514 eleven. We did not run fewer numbers of strains due to the presence of large posterior mean 515 deviances between runs with a small strain number. Additionally, we ran DESMAN for the SOX 516 dataset that was subsampled to the MOX coverage with no replicates and eleven strains were 517 found using posterior mean deviance. For MOX, we ran four replicates using the whole SNV 518 dataset and 500 iterations. The runs were performed by using an increasing number of strains 519 from two to seven, reaching the optimal number of six strains. The consensus gene sequences 520 of each strain were concatenated to generate the strain core genomes, which were used for 521 further analyses. Splits network of the strain genome sequences were reconstructed using To study the microbial community composition, we estimated α-and β-diversity accounting for 527 strain relatedeness in addition to species richness and eveness. α-diversity was estimated using 528 phylogeny species eveness (PSE) 68 implemented in the R package 'Picante' 69 . β-diversity was 529 estimated using the weighted Unifrac distance, which is implemented in the R package 530 'GUniFrac' 70 . This measure quantifies differences in strain community composition between two 531 samples and accounts for phylogenetic relationships.
532
Allele frequency spectra estimation 533 The unfolded allele frequency spectra were calculated from biallelic SNVs for each of the The neutrality index (NI) accounts for differences in the ratio of nonsynonymous to 552 synonymous variants between divergent and polymorphic SNVs in order to quantify the 553 departure of a population from neutral evolution 37 colors represent different strain clades (see also Supplementary Fig. 6 ). effects that lead to a reduction in strain diversity, which is mostly driven by drift. Additional 634 sources of diversity loss are: tissue replacement (3) and regulated lysosomal digestion of 635 symbionts 58 (4). c, In older mussels, a unique strain dominates the gill. In addition, de novo 636 mutations occur in symbiont genomes (marked by x). Due to serial founder effects within the 637 same mussel, those variants can be quickly fixed inside the mussel (5). d, As the mussel dies, 638 bacteria are released from the gill, going back to the environmental pool (6). 
